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lush summer garden planting plan
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RETAIL  $10.95 CLUB  $8.50 CODE  PSERE

10cm 60cm

Blue Chalk Sticks
Senecio serpens — This ground cover is one 
of the most valuable landscaping succulents 
available.  Planted en masse, it creates a dense, 
rippling mat of compact silver-blue leaves 
that flow between other succulents and 
shrubs like a turquoise river.  HZ 1-9 CZ 9a-11
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Kalanchoe pumila
Clean, silver leaves when new, age to a 
dark-grey with a pink-blushed, wavy margin.  
Delicate, cup-shaped, lilac-pink flowers sit 
comfortably among the charming foliage.  
Use in the front of the dry border, in pots 
and hanging baskets.  HZ 1-10 CZ 9b-11
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RETAIL  $6.95 CLUB  $5.95 CODE  PKAP

20cmJul-Nov 35cm

RETAIL  $6.95 CLUB  $5.95 CODE  PEUMY

10cmOct-Dec 30cm

Euphorbia myrsinites
A low growing symmetrical ground cover 
with blue-green foliage.  A valuable foliage 
plant with flowers that start green before 
fading to dusty pink.  HZ 1-9 CZ 7-10
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RETAIL  $12.95 CLUB  $9.95 CODE  PAVE

50cmSep-Nov 1m

Aeonium ‘Velour’
Aeonium arboreum — From the 
‘Atropurpureum’ stable which produced the 
jet-black Schwarzkopf.  Velour produces 
more compact rosettes that retain a green 
centre, contrasting vividly against the deep 
burgundy outer leaves.  It doesn’t form a 
trunk, but spreads like a ground cover, so is 
a useful addition to gravel gardens and small 
courtyards.  HZ 4-9 CZ 9-11
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Agave attenuata
The ultimate architectural plant and focal 
point in any garden, the dramatic structural 
foliage is almost completely neglect-proof - it 
will also take a little shade.  HZ 4-12 CZ 10-12
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RETAIL  $9.95 CLUB  $7.95 CODE  WAGA

1m 1.5m

RETAIL  $6.95 CLUB  $5.95 CODE  PSERU

20cmJan-Feb 30cm

Jelly Bean Plant
Sedum rubrotinctum — Jelly bean-like 
foliage makes this an interesting garden 
addition.  HZ 1-10 CZ 7-11
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The dry garden at Heronswood looks lush throughout the driest, hottest months 
because the plants in this area have been chosen for their tolerance to dry soils.  There 
are a few succulents and foliage plants that will make your summer garden feel lush.


